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By JEN KING

French perfumer Guerlain is building awareness of the plight faced by its brand motif, the bee, through a long-term
plan to protect biodiversity.

On the heels of the European Commission's Green Week, Guerlain shared its future plans and ongoing commitment
across social media to ensure that its consumers are aware of its  corporate social responsibility efforts. Luxury has
seen a recent spike in environmentally friendly causes, but only efforts with a clear tie to the involved brand will
read as authentic among consumers.

"In growing numbers, people want to work for and buy from companies that share their values," said Andrew
Winston, strategy consultant and author of The Big Pivot and Green to Gold. "Authenticity is a core pathway to
explaining your values as a business and 'walking the walk' on your principles.

"In this case, where bees are part of the imagery of the brand, it makes a great deal of sense for the company to
tackle this critical global issue," he said. "The threat to bees is a threat to our food system and to the supply of
ingredients for personal care products, including those I presume Guerlain makes.

"It's  a logical connection and ties to their sustainability as a business."

Mr. Winston is not affiliated with Guerlain, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. Guerlain was reached for
comment.

Beauty is buzzing
While vital for agriculture, the declining bee population has proved detrimental to flower fields. As a traditional
perfumer, which relies on sourcing the world's best ingredients, Guerlain is deeply invested in ensuring the world's
bee population can bounce back from the brink.

Using social media, Guerlain shared its efforts with its consumers to build awareness about the importance of bees
and what the LVMH-owned brand is doing to assist the cause.
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Guerlain's efforts promote professional beekeeping. Image credit: Guerlain

To show its long-term dedication, Guerlain mentioned that this year marks the 10th anniversary of its  sustainable
development initiative "In the name of beauty."

Additionally, Guerlain has worked with the Brittany Black Bee Conservatory since 2011 to protect biodiversity. The
perfumer has also worked with the French Apidology Observatory since 2015 to develop hives and promote
beekeeping in Europe.

In a debut series of videos dubbed "Bees Universities," Guerlain spoke with Laurent Boillot, president of Maison
Guerlain, apidologists, biodiversity experts and sustainability advisors to the United Nations about the importance of
protecting bees.

Each interview tackled a different topic about how bees work and why they are essential to not just the future of
perfume-making, but humanity's future.

Universits des Abeilles / Bees Universities - Laurent Boillot - Guerlain

In an animated effort, Guerlain outlines its 10-year sustainability commitment. The animation begins with a
beekeeper checking on a hive and follows a single bee as it flies through Guerlain's factories while text explains the
brand's efforts.

Guerlain plans to build long-term partnerships and sustainable procurement, develop eco-responsibility sites,
control CO2 emissions and leverage eco-designs for its packaging.

For example, when a consumer purchases a Guerlain fragrance from a Guerlain Parfumeur depuis 1828 boutique,
and selects the iconic honeycomb bee bottle, the vessel can be refilled at the store's fragrance fountains. Guerlain's
refillment offer does not expire, creating a service that is both luxury and sustainable (see story).

10 years of sustainable commitment - Guerlain

Bee authentic
Since 1853, Guerlain has used the bee as its "symbol par excellence." The motif has been used to inspire creations,
and is incorporated on Guerlain's most-precious bottles and is the primary element of the perfumer's sustainable
commitments.

In 2014, Guerlain commemorated the 160th anniversary of its  Bee fragrance bottle with an exhibit featuring nine art
pieces inspired by the bottle housed in its boutique at 68 Champs-lyses.

Guerlain allowed its fans around the world the opportunity to experience the exhibit, titled "Nect'Art," digitally by
posting features on each of the artists to its Facebook page. By hosting this event, Guerlain was able to showcase its
heritage and the company today, and grow its audience (see story).

Also, Guerlain selected the classic crystal decanter with engraved bees, a design dating back to 1853, to be the focal
point of an artistic collaboration with artist JonOne.

The bottle, one of Guerlain's most recognizable, was intensified by JonOne's street-art style and his signature
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splattered technique (see story).

With many brands choosing a cause to align with, only those that have a strong relationship to the brand and its
house codes will be embraced by consumers. Anything short of authentic will be perceived by most affluent
consumers as a marketing ploy.

"In this case specifically, the company says they rely on ingredients that bees are critical to," strategy consultant Mr.
Winston said. "So it's  a business viability and resilience issue. In more general terms, brands should 'get involved'
with environmental and social issues because it's  good for their business.

"They can lower costs and risk, drive innovation and build their brand value," he said. "The 'environment' is  another
word for the resources that support our entire economy and society -- clean air and water, abundant fiber and food,
metals and other natural substances and much more. So of course companies should get involved."
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